Morphology and Crystal Phase Selection in Nanowire Growth

Nanowires of GaAs and other III-V semiconductors are routinely grown from liquid catalyst droplets. Remarkably, the growth can be switched between zincblende and wurtzite crystal structure, simply by changing the gas pressure. These systems provide an ideal laboratory for studying the controlled formation of non-equilibrium crystal structures, which is one of the most important challenges in crystal growth. Controlled phase switching also enables novel nanowire device structures. Recent observations using in-situ transmission electron microscopy, together with theory, reveal how the phase is controlled in nanowire growth. The surprising explanation hinges on a small detail of the wire shape that wasn't even noticed until a few years ago. The story begins with earlier work showing how the growing wire is shaped by capillary forces from the catalyst droplet, and ends with untangling the mechanism of crystal phase selection.
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